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Beginner’s series
 Welcome to the Beginner’s Series for Procreate, 

the limitless creative tool for iPad. 
Procreate Tricks will cover everything you need  

to know to jump in and start creating.



1.ColorDrop

Drag and 
drop color
Drag the Color Button  
to fill any area in your  
artwork instantly.



2.ColorDrop

Adjust 
threshold
Drag your finger across the 
canvas to increase the color 
fill, especially useful for getting 
into rough edges!



3.QuickShape

Smooth 
lines
Draw a shape or line and  
hold for a second to make  
a smooth shape.



4.Blur

Gaussian 
Blur
Add a blur to any layer by 
tapping Adjustments then 
Gaussian Blur.



5.Blur

Adjust 
intensity
Drag your finger right across 
the canvas to increase the blur, 
and left to decrease.



6.Moving around

Pinch  
to zoom
Pinch your fingers together  
to zoom out. Pinch your fingers 
apart to zoom in.



7.Moving around

Twist to rotate
While pinching the canvas, 
twist your fingers to rotate  
the canvas.



8.Moving around

Quick pinch
Quickly fit your canvas 
perfectly to the screen  
with a quick pinch.



9.Time-lapse

Watch 
playback
It’s so much fun to watch 
your artwork come to life  
with Time-lapse Replay.



10.Time-lapse

Scrub 
video
Drag your finger across  
the canvas to speed, slow 
or reverse your Time-lapse 
Replay.



11.Liquify

Dynamic 
fluid art
Another really fun Procreate 
trick is the Liquify feature, which 
can create stunning effects.



12.Liquify

Liquify your 
layer
Like liquid paint, choose from  
the many Liquify modes to  
wildly distort your layer. 



13.Share

Save, send  
or share
Tap Actions to turn your art  
into an image you can share  
via Photos, Mail, Airdrop  
and more. 



14.Explore

Learn with

The best way to learn is to jump  
right in and play.
Take your next step in the Beginners 
Series and discover more about creative 
learning at education.procreate.art. 


